The long time behavior of the jet is dominated by vorticity and pressure disturbances generated at the nozzle lip and growing as they convect downstream in the jet. In this paper we consider only sound generated from large scale instabilitywaves. These instability waves are generated within the transientlyexcitedjet by the mechanism described above. The equations are modified to account for a spreading jet as described below.
As a result, the inviscid, instability wave sources of sound are computed directly together with the resulting sound generation.
We specifically include a straight nozzle from which the jet exits. The flow field and near field disturbances are computed together with the far field sound radiation.
Model and Numerical Method
The computational domain is shown in Figure  1 . We consider a jet exiting from a straight, circu- In Figure  2 we consider coh c contours for 15 in the r -z plane sin(C) --0, i.e, the pressure field for the angles ¢ = 0 and ¢ --7r. be seen in Figure  2 ). It appears that the angular locations of these ripples (i.e., of the maxima and minima of disturbances passing a fixed point) undergoes a slow rotation in _b as can be seen from the lines drawn on the figure.
In Figures 5a and 5b we examine 15 outside of the flow field at a distance 6D from the source center.
Examination of points at greater distances from the source center indicates that this figure qualitatively represents far field acoustic pressure.
In Figure  5a , 15 is plotted against t for points at 30°from the jet axis for ¢ = 0 and ¢ = 7r. Figure  5b is similar except that it is for points at 90°from the jet axis.
Both figures use data only for times after the leading acoustic pulse has passed the given points. In Figure 6 we exhibit the power spectral density (PSD) for 15plotted against Strouhal number, st = fD/Ue, where f is the frequency for a fixed location in the flow field.Specifically, we consider 15 at the point z/D = 1.1, riD = 0.5 and ¢ = 0 which is in the shear layer of the jet. The PSD is taken over a window which excludes the initial pulse. 
